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Visitors to Park Orchards and St Andrews got a further taste 
of normality last weekend as November 21 saw the return of 
weekend markets.
With Victoria beginning its fourth week of double-zero days 
and restrictions slowly allowing for the State to open up even 
more, market goers got a chance to shop in the open air and 
peruse local produce.
Meanwhile, the northern hemisphere is entering a dark 

COVID-19 impacted winter and South Australia’s kneejerk hard 
lockdown (now eased) has provided a taste of how Australia 
will manage outbreaks to come.
So reducing the risk of spreading a potential Coronavirus 
outbreak is still high on the agenda of every public facing 
business.
See Pages 3—5 for stories on how current Coronavirus 
restrictions are impacting local businesses.

Market merriment

Photo: KATE GNIEL
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The WD Bulletin is produced to accompany its main publication, the 
Warrandyte Diary. The WD Bulletin exists to engage and inform our readers 
on the issues that cannot wait until the end of the month, and to connect 
and inform communities across Manningham and Nillumbik.
The WD Bulletin is written with the same passion, community spirit and 
sense of place as you would expect in the Warrandyte Diary.

The Warrandyte Diary was established in 1970 as a small local newsletter. 
Although it has developed over the years, it has retained its strong 
community character, being produced mostly by volunteers with only one 
aim: to serve its community. Financed solely through advertising, it guards 
its not-for-profit, non-commercial status and its independent voice. The Diary 
carries a strong editorial bias towards the people, environment and character 
of the place it serves. The Warrandyte Diary and the WD Bulletin reach the 
communities of Warrandyte, North Warrandyte, South Warrandyte, Park 
Orchards, Wonga Park, Warranwood, North Ringwood, Kangaroo Ground, 
Research, Eltham, Donvale, Doncaster and Templestowe.

The WD Bulletin acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the lands where 
Warrandyte now stands, the Wurundjeri people of the Kulin nation, and pays 
respect to their Elders — past, present and emerging — and acknowledges 
the important role Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people continue to 
play within our community.  
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Cheers were heard throughout the land, as Premier Dan Andrews announced both an end to his 120-day stretch 
of press conferences and the reopening of hospitality as part of an easing of COVID-19 restrictions.
Melbourne and Victoria have breathed a collective sigh of relief and earned a pat on the back for our hard work 
over the last seven months to effectively stamp out the virus and “double donuts” have been the order of the day.
It is now time for a well-earned drink — and what better place to enjoy “getting back on the beers” than our very 
own Grand Hotel Warrandyte, where manager Peter Appleby (front right) and staff christened the new beer garden, 
along with Member for Warrandyte Ryan Smith (front left) and hotel owner Greg Kennedy (back right).  
Full story page 3.                        Photo BILL McAULEY

First drinks

This project received grant funding from the Australian Government, 
through the Australian Communications and Media Authority, under 
the Regional and Small Publishers Innovation Fund.

Warrandyte Diary is a member publication of 
Community Newspaper Association of Victoria 
(CNAV). CNAV is the peak body for community, 
not-for-profit newspapers in Victoria.
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Wedding bells ring once again
BY STEPHANIE CARAGLANIS
FOR MANY blushing brides and dashing grooms, “the 
happiest day of your life” has been a distant dream for most 
of the year, due to tough constraints placed on the wedding 
industry amidst the COVID-19 pandemic.
For most of this tumultuous year, weddings were unable to 
host more than 10 guests, and for many couples this simply 
was not something they were willing to compromise on, 
most opting to postpone until 2021.
Dur ing Premier  Daniel  Andrews’  November  8 
announcement, he revealed further changes to be 
implemented at 11:59pm November 22 —including 
increasing the number of permitted wedding guests to 150.
The WD Bulletin spoke to Warrandyte reception venue 
Bramleigh Estate’s owner, Mary-Anne Lowe, to understand 
how the industry is gearing up for these changes.
“Because of the delays, brides are more flexible and willing 
to compromise on things — COVID has shown people what 
is important, it’s not about the over-the-top wedding, it’s 
about a beautiful celebration with family,” she said.
The wedding industry has been swamped with a backlog 
of postponed weddings.
“It’s another 12 months of weddings we have to fit back in, 
then you’ve got all the brides and grooms who would have 
gotten engaged in that 12-month period,” Mary-Anne said.
Venues are extremely grateful for the compromises couples 
are willing to make to be able to cope with this extreme 
backlog.
“People are just taking any day that is available because they 
really just want to celebrate their wedding and get on with 
their life — so it has been really positive for the industry to 
see such a big uptake very quickly,” she said.
However, frustrations still loom for venue owners like Mary-
Anne, as there is a lack of clarity for the industry moving 
forward.
“We need a clear roadmap for what weddings are going to 
look like over the next six to 12 months.
“At the moment there is no directive around dancing, 
buffets and cakes.
“We cannot get a clear answer in relation to those key 
elements of running the reception side of things.

“We need more support from the Government in terms of 
information,” she said.
The sector must abide by a one person to four square-meter 
rule as per Government regulations, this means a venue 
that hosts one hundred guests will need to be four hundred 
square-meters.
This affords a burden for smaller venues as they cannot 
comply with these regulations due to a lack of space.
Smaller venues are losing existing bookings to larger venues 
that can host the maximum number of guests and still 
comply with the four square-meter rule.
“There are a lot of venues that are licensed for 100 people 
that can only host 30 people now,” said Mary-Anne. 
The industry faces further stresses due to the short notice 
provided by the State Government regarding restrictions 
easing.
Mary-Anne said 24-hours is not adequate time to prepare 
for an event that takes years of planning.
“I cannot deal with the uncertainty and the unknown — 
every other industry has a plan and we do not,” Mary-Anne 
tells WD Bulletin.
The way forward for the industry still looks murky, however, 
Mary-Anne is optimistic that brides and grooms will be able 
to have beautiful and magical weddings despite challenging 
restrictions still placed on the sector.
“We’re just trying to accommodate as many brides and 
grooms as possible.”
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The slow road back to normal
BY JAMES POYNER
AFTER MANY, many months of restrictions, and with the 
state’s double doughnut streak entering its fourth week, 
locals saw a return to familiar ground last weekend.
Residents in Park Orchards saw a reopening of the Park 
Orchards Farmers’ Market, the first physical market since 
it was cancelled in March.
This market, and others this weekend, marks the start of a 
new season of weekend markets.
The third weekend in November was also a time of 
celebration for other aspects of our lives, as restrictions on 
private gatherings and the number of people and groups 
outdoors and in hospitality were also increased. 
As Victoria entered its Last Step out of lockdown, new 
freedoms include:

• Up to 15 people in your home.
• Up to 50 people (from any household) can gather in a 

public space.
• Gyms increased to 150 patrons and group sizes of 20.
• Increased capacity for hospitality.
• Hair and beauty treatments where a mask needs to be 

removed can return.

For venues, there is a return to the four-square-metre 
(4sm) rule, with outdoor spaces needing to adhere to a 
two-square-metre rule (2sm) and indoor food courts to an 
eight-square-metre rule (8sm).
There is also an additional distinction for large and small 
hospitality venues, while large venues (those more than 
200 square metres) can increase their capacity up to 150, 
in accordance with 4sm rules, venues which are less than 
200 square metres will be capped at 50 patrons, but will 
only have to adhere to a 2sm density quotient.
The wedding industry is also allowed to open up more, 
although there is still a lot of uncertainty about what they 
can and cannot do (see story Page 3 for more details).

Mask mandate
On Sunday, Premier Daniel Andrews announced a relaxing 
of some of the mask wearing mandates, as of midnight 
on Sunday, November 22 masks do not need to be worn 
outside if you are able to maintain 1.5 metres distance 
from others.
Masks are still mandatory for indoor venues and includes 
spaces such as public transport, station waiting rooms, ride 
shares and hospitals.
The pros and cons of masks have been debated in 
mainstream press and on social media for many months 
and, although there is a benefit, they are uncomfortable to 
wear in the heat and can make working and communicating 
in an office environment difficult, and can be a major 
burden for those carrying out physical labour.
For those living in built up areas, the benefits are obvious, 
but when you live in a low-density area, or bushwalking 
in an isolated location, the sake of wearing a mask has felt 
more like an act of compliance than a strategy in fighting 
the spread of Coronavirus.
However, recent events in South Australia indicate that even 
the most mundane of Coronavirus protection measures, 
such as masks and keeping shared surfaces disinfected 
may count in the fight against the spread of the virus and, 
may continue to be a part of everyday life for some time.

Retail on the frontline
The battleground in the mask/anti-mask debate seems to 
be in public spaces and in supermarkets.
Living and working in this battleground are supermarket 
owners, such as Julie Quinton, owner of Quinton’s Supa 
IGA in Warrandyte.
We asked Julie about the impact on mandatory masks 
in the supermarket environment and how the Directives 
protect staff, business owners and customers and what the 
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consequences of a COVID-19 case being detected in a local 
supermarket would be.
She provided us with this response.
“I implemented the mandatory wearing of masks in our 
store by our staff around a month prior to the Victorian 
Government ruling them compulsory.
“I did this because of the research I had been doing, and it 
was looking more and more likely (according to scientists) 
that the virus was potentially spreading in aerosol form, 
from people talking and breathing, but it had not, at that 
point, been proven without doubt.
“Of course now that has been proven.
“I was also following countries who had implemented 
mandatory mask wearing and they were curbing the spread 
of the virus.
“To me it was just common sense to wear a mask, and with 
numbers escalating across Melbourne at the time, and 
some known cases in Warrandyte, why risk the health of 
our staff who were facing hundreds of people every day.
“We had installed sneeze guards to help protect our 
cashiers and really stepped up our regular sanitisation 
processes for all touch points throughout the store, 
introduced one way aisles, and technology to help us 
manage the space occupancy. 
“Yet with so many people our staff were constantly exposed 
to, as the rest of Melbourne worked from home it just did 
not feel safe enough, so masks have added an extra layer 
of protection.
“As outbreaks increased across Melbourne, concern grew 
for staff and customers and to the potential impact on the 
business.
“The reality is, to a business like ours, that should a staff 
member become infected with COVID-19, every person 
they work in close contact with would also be quarantined.
“So potentially, that could be everyone at Quinton’s, 

because our workspace is very, very tight and social 
distancing is hard — so we could potentially be shut down.
“That is almost 100 local residents quarantined.
“We are a family business and we do not have another 100 
trained staff who can just jump in to keep our supermarket 
going, as the chains do.
“The chains have the ability to quarantine a store’s entire 
staff and bring in another trained team.
“We don’t have that luxury. 
“We would be closed down, staff stood down and large 
quantities of fresh products lost.
“A huge social and financial impact would be felt across 
many Warrandyte families.
“We know of a very large independent Melbourne 
supermarket where this exact thing happened.
“They announced on one Friday night that they would 
be closed for two weeks due to four cases being linked to 
their store.
“However, that blew out to infected numbers in the thirties 
and them being closed for a month.
“We heard reports of very low numbers shopping with them 
after they re-opened.
“Hopefully their customer numbers have returned to 
normal because they are a phenomenal operation and I 
have no doubt the impact of COVID-19 on their business 
would have been devastating.
“The protection of our staff and customers, plus the 
protection and longevity of our business, is paramount in 
the decisions we make.
“The reality is, should something as serious as COVID-19 
infect Warrandyte’s community supermarket, the effects 
on the community could potentially be devastating.
“For the time being I cannot see any changes to mask 
wearing in our supermarket for the foreseeable future.
“Having family members in the medical field who have 
worked directly in ICU wards here in Melbourne and 
have cared for and intubated COVOD-19 patients, from 
all accounts it is not a virus any of us would want to risk 
contracting.
“So we must stay vigilant and not become complacent.
“We have requested that those people who are unable to 
wear a mask for whatever reason, please access our store 
through our online shopping portal for our free home 
delivery and/or Click & Collect service,” Julie said.

Next steps
With the summer approaching, not having to wear your 
mask outside all the time will be of a great relief, especially 
to those living in less dense areas of Mannigham and 
Nillumbik.
However, the Premier stressed that if you are in a situation 
where you cannot maintain physical distance, you will 
still have to wear a mask, which means markets and even 
queueing outside local shops or for a sausage at Bunnings 
will require masks to be worn.
The Premier also indicated that from November 30, there 
would be a return to work for businesses, with employers 
allowed to return to 25 per cent capacity in the office and on 
December 13 — in line with build up to Christmas and the 
summer holiday period, up to 30 visitors will be allowed in 
your home, throughout the day — which will allow larger 
family groups to catch up in a more familiar way.
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BY SANDI MILLER
THE VICTORIAN State Government has announced it will 
provide $2.2 billion for initial and early works on Stage 1 of 
the Suburban Rail Loop (SRL) to run between Cheltenham 
and Box Hill.
The final project will eventually link every major train line 
between Frankston and Werribee via Melbourne Airport.
A joint statement from Premier Daniel Andrews and 
Transport Minister, Jacinta Allan said work is planned to 
start in 2022.
The funding will purchase land, upgrade roads and power 
supply, build new sub-stations, relocate and protect gas, 
water and other utilities, and deliver other vital works to 
prepare for major construction.
Premier Andrews also announced the location of six new 
train stations, with the new line to start near Southland, 
with other proposed stations next to Monash and Deakin 
Universities — central to the Box Hill and Glen Waverley 
activity centres — and in Clayton, where a transport super-
hub will connect regional passengers to the loop.
He said these locations, along with a refined alignment 
for the rail corridor between Cheltenham and Box Hill, 
have been determined following 18 months of intensive 
project development and design, site investigations and 
engineering assessments, as well as consultation with local 
stakeholders and the community.
Ms Allan said the government was fast tracking the major 
infrastructure project to aid in the State’s Coronavirus 
recovery and the project would “transform our public 
transport system, connecting Victorians to work, to study, 
to healthcare — and most importantly, to each other”.
“Victorians could not have been clearer about SRL — they 
want us to get on and deliver the biggest rail project in our 
state’s history and we’re not wasting a moment,” she said.
Mr Andrews said the investment will ensure the state’s 
biggest infrastructure project plays a major role in Victoria’s 
recovery from the pandemic “Generating a pipeline of 
work and economic stimulus, creating up to 20,000 jobs 
during construction and kickstarting the careers of 2,000 
apprentices, trainees and cadets.” 
Manningham Council has welcomed commencement of 
works on the SRL but is disappointed that the first phase 
will not include a station at Doncaster.
In his first public statement since being sworn in as 
Manningham Mayor, Cr Andrew Conlon said Manningham 
is the only municipality in metropolitan Melbourne not 
serviced by a train or tram link.
“Manningham residents have waited 126 years for a rail 
connection — they deserve access to a decent public 
transport system that includes a rail line.
Cr Conlon called for a dedicated bus link to be implemented 
immediately, connecting Doncaster to the education, 
employment and health precincts proposed along the SRL 
route.

“An express bus link should be created to link Doncaster to 
the four education and employment precincts of Monash, 
La Trobe, Deakin and Box Hill TAFE.
“This bus link is crucial in providing access for our residents 
between these major knowledge and employment precincts 
and will help maintain Victoria’s status as the ‘Education 
State’.”
He said the demand for access to Melbourne’s south-east 
from Manningham and the northern suburbs is a key reason 
for the Government’s North East Link project.
“At the same time the Government must cater for this 
demand for people who do not drive or want a sustainable 
transport option,” Cr Conlon said.
He also said Council wants to ensure a station is included 
in the planning of SRL Stage 2.
“With Doncaster Hill continuing to grow, we recommend 
a site for the Doncaster Station is secured now, while the 
land it is still available.
“A rail connection to Doncaster via the SRL will ease traffic 
gridlock and provide a sustainable transport option to the 
area. 
“Our 125,500 Manningham residents rely solely on the bus 
network for public transport.
“We’re calling on the Andrews Government to do the 
right thing by our community and ensure Manningham is 
included in Victoria’s Big Build.”
With no access to trains or trams, he said car ownership per 
household in Manningham is considerably high.
Residents have a lower rate of public transport use for daily 
travel for employment purposes than the metropolitan 
average.
Cr Conlon said a rail connection between Doncaster and 
Box Hill would provide an alternative for residents of the 
growing Doncaster Hill area to travel around metropolitan 
Melbourne and to the CBD.
“We are tired of our residents not being considered in these 
big decisions.
“Manningham needs better public transport options, and 
we need it now,” Cr Conlon said.
The Premier invited community engagement in the project.
An interactive mapping tool and survey capturing local 
community views on each of the proposed station locations 
is available at: 
suburbanrailloop.vic.gov.au/Have-Your-Say.

Manningham snubbed over 
Stage 1 of Suburban Rail Loop

Stock image
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BY JAMES POYNER
THE VICTORIAN ELECTORAL Commission (VEC) has 
declared the 2020 Local Elections “a win for democracy 
in a challenging year” as all local elections have now been 
officially declared.
With the pandemic forcing a 100 per cent postal election, 
concerns were raised that Australia Post may not be able 
to process the volume of ballot packs, so the VEC ran a 
campaign encouraging voters to return their completed 
ballots as soon as possible.
Following the completion of local elections, Electoral 
Commissioner, Warwick Gately, congratulated Victorian 
voters after a record turnout for council elections.
“I was very pleased with the way the community responded 
to the elections, their engagement with the process and in 
making the program a success,” he said.
In line with State Government policy many local councils 
have moved to single councillor wards.
This election saw 298 separate elections held across Victoria 
and 2,187 candidates nominated.
4.29 million voters enrolled in the 2020 Local Elections, and 
the VEC reports the highest ever average turnout for council 
elections in Victoria at 81.4 per cent, with informality at 4.7 
per cent, the lowest it’s been since 2008.
In Nillumbik, 79 candidates were campaigning for one of 
nine ward seats, whereas Manningham’s nine ward seats 

were being contested by 41 candidates.
With both Mannigham and Nillumbik now each divided in 
to nine wards each, with one councillor representing, the 
results are as follows:
Nillumbik: Blue Lake Ward, Councillor Richard Stockman; 
Bunjil Ward, Councillor Karen Egan; Edendale Ward, 
Councillor Natalie Duffy; Ellis Ward, Councillor Peter 
Perkins; Sugarloaf Ward, Councillor Ben Ramcharan; 
Swipers Gully Ward, Councillor Frances Eyre; Wingrove 
Ward, Councillor Geoff Paine, 
Manningham: Bolin Ward, Councillor Geoff Gough; 
Currawong Ward, Councillor Andrew Conlon; Manna Ward, 
Councillor Tomas Lightbody; Tullamore Ward, Councillor 
Deirdre Diamante; Waldau Ward, Councillor Anna Chen; 
Ruffey Ward, Councillor Stephen Mayne; Schramm Ward, 
Councillor Laura Mayne; Westerfolds Ward, Councillor 
Michelle Kleinert; Yarra Ward, Councillor Carli Lange.
In early November, both Manningham and Nillumbik 
Councils conducted their swearing in, which the newly 
elected Councillors were required to take an oath or 
affirmation of office, as per the Local Government Act 2020.
For Mannigham, this also saw the election of Councillor 
Andrew Conlon as Mayor and Councillor Anna Chen as 
Deputy Mayor for 2020/21.
The mayoral positions have not yet been decided for 
Nillumbik.

Local Elections declared

BY JAMES POYNER
PARK ORCHARDS Post Office has extended its opening 
hours in the lead up to Christmas, as Australia Post prepares 
for its busiest festive period — ever.
More than 500 Post Offices across Australia have extended 
their opening hours as COVID-19 travel restrictions mean 
the amount of posted pressies and cards is expected to 
increase this year.
One such Post Office is Park Orchards LPO, which moved to 
being open six days per week as of November 16, operating 
Monday to Saturday, until December 23.
Australia Post General Manager Post Office Network David 
McNamara said extended trading hours give customers 
more choice and convenience ahead of the big day and the 
pre-Christmas sales events.
“This is traditionally our busiest time of year, but we 
have seen sustained growth over the last seven months 
compared to our 2019 pre-Christmas peak period.
“With more households shopping online than ever before, 
we expect this Christmas season to be record-breaking.
“The Park Orchards Post Office has extended its opening 
times to provide our customers greater flexibility with their 
sending and receiving in the lead up to the big day,” Mr 
McNamara said.
Australia Post has also hired an additional 5,000 people, 
opened additional parcel processing facilities and 
chartered additional flights to help get presents across the 

country and under your tree, in time for Christmas.
But Mr McNamara is encouraging people to send their 
letters and gifts as early as possible, for the best chance of 
delivery before December 24.
“For delivery within Australia, presents are recommended 
to be sent no later than Saturday 12 December for Parcel 
Post, and Saturday 19 December for Express Post,” he said.

Posties preparing for Christmas rush
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BY STEPHANIE CARAGLANIS
THE WD BULLETIN spoke with Warrandyte’s own; member 
of the blues brotherhood, The Teskey Brothers, Josh Teskey 
about his newly released soulful collaboration with Ash 
Grunwald. 
The 8-track project titled Push The Blues Away features 
raw blues instrumentation, combined with soulful and 
reflective lyricism. 

The Teskey Brothers are 
proud Warrandyte boys, 
so how did growing up in 
Warrandyte inspire you 
creatively?
We l l ,  I  t h i n k  a  b i g 
part of growing up in 
Warrandyte that inspired 
us was probably the music 
community around us. I 
mean that was one of the 
biggest things, people 

like Chris Wilson and local blues musicians, we were 
surrounded by blues. 
They have a thing for it in this area, it’s influenced our music 
massively. 
I think that is a bit of a hidden gem, a lot of people don’t 
really know there is a blues scene hidden in Warrandyte. 
That’s right! 
There’s a lot of artists who live in and around here, more 
than we realise. 
It’s a special little thing. 
By the time our readers are seeing this, you would’ve 
released your collaboration album with Ash Grunwald, 
Push The Blues Away how would you describe the sound 
of this project to new listeners and existing Teskey 
Brothers fans?
For anyone around the area who watched us and saw 
what we were doing growing up and prior to the release of 
the Teskey Brothers albums, what we were doing in a live 
setting before the release of our albums was more in that 
soul realm. 
It was a much more raw sort of blues thing, we’ve always 
been very influenced by that and played a lot of that. 
This project is a lot more along those lines, it’s really back 
to basics blues and there’s nothing complicated about it. 
There’s not even really a rhythm section, it’s just me and 
Ash on guitars, a bit of harmonica, stomp boxes — it’s that 
raw kind of blues album and almost a bit rough around the 
edges, we just wanted to have some fun with it so we didn’t 
want to get too complicated with it. 
We didn’t spend heaps of time fixing little things up, you 
hear a little bit of laughing in the background or there might 
not be the most perfect little vocal takes sometimes. 
We wanted it that way, it’s almost kind of live sounding. 
A lot of what we recorded was basically live in the room, 
every one of these tracks are just Ash and I playing through 
the song, what we put down that was it, it’s really raw that’s 

the way I would describe it.
I definitely noticed that! 
Especially on Thinking ‘Bout Myself you guys have the 
harmonicas, the claps which is really stripped down and 
different from what the Teskey Brothers usually produce, 
can we expect this stripped back instrumentation 
throughout the entire album?
Absolutely! 
There’s no drums, there’s no bass guitar. 
I had just finished an album with the Teskey Brothers when 
we started this project, where we did a lot of production, 
strings sections and horns. 
So this was really fun for us, we didn’t want to do a lot of 
production on this one, just made to be really fun and 
really easy. 
So you and Ash have collaborated previously on his track 
Ain’t My Problem so how did you guys decide it was time 
to go all the way and make that collaboration album? 
Well it just kind of escalated you know? 
One thing sort of led to another. It began when we did that 
track with the Teskey Brothers, he sent us the song and we 
became the rhythm section on that tune he sent us. 
A few months later he came out to our studio in Warrandyte 
to do a film clip, we were going to film a little thing of me 
and Ash having a jam together — I just had a harmonica 
and he had a guitar and when you’re filming things like this 
there’s a lot of waiting around. 
So we were waiting around for a little bit, having a jam in 
the room there and got to talking saying “ah wouldn’t it be 
great just to do an album like that one day?, just a guitar 
and a harmonica in a room and do some of that stuff we’ve 
always loved.” 
Ash. being the hustler that he is, gives me a call a couple 
of weeks later and says “Hey! Do you have any time? We 
should just do this!” 
At that point I had a bit of time on my hands there and I 
said why not come on out! 
We didn’t really know what was going to come of it, it more 
sort of began by being together in the studio, I didn’t know 
if we were going to release it or just have a bit of a jam. 
But he came out for a week and my brother Sam came 
out to the studio here and Sam set up all the stuff, he also 
produced and recorded this thing as well so he’s been very 
involved in a lot of ways too. 
As we got into it I came in with a couple of songs I put 
together just a couple of days before, Ash had a couple of 
songs he put together then we thought of a couple of covers 
we were into, a couple of old blues standards and before we 
knew it, we had eight or nine songs sitting there ready to go. 
And we were like “man there’s a whole albums worth here”, 
before we knew it Sam mixed it all together and our label 
Ivy League Records said “Yeah! We should release this, 
lets do it!”. 
It was a very cruisy process and now we’ve got a whole 
album.
I really liked the music video you guys produced for 

Food for the soul
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Hungry Heart just that very cosy homemade video, it was 
very cute and organic. 
It was really fun for us, it was an appropriate video to do 
during isolation so it was more so working out what we 
could do, film a bit of our lives. 
That’s all we can do at the moment. 
I think my favourite thing I’ve heard someone say about 
you is: “When I close my eyes I hear Otis Redding and 
when I open them I see Thor” 
Haha! I love that. 
How do you feel about being compared to a Marvel hero?
People have been telling me I look like Chris Hemsworth 
for many years. 
It was such a funny thing, in later years Chris discovers 
our music. 
Next thing I know I find myself at the Avengers premiere 
walking down with Liam and Chris. 
It was very bizarre seeing how the Hollywood crew do it. 
I was wondering, do you and Ash share any musical 
influences and how did that influence this new project? 
Ash actually grew up in the same area as well, you know 
he was close by. 
When I was about thirteen or fourteen years old I used to 
watch Ash play sets out of the St Andrews pub. 
I’d be over busking at the market with Sam; we’d come up 
after the market, get some food over at the hotel there and 
Ash was always playing a set.
So I grew up watching Ash play blues, so he was one of 
those influences in the area which was really cool alongside 
people like Geoff Achison, Chris Wilson, all those people 
who were playing around the area and Ash was one of them! 
About five years later he was doing the main stage at Falls 
Festival — I used to watch him play in there as an eighteen 
year old. 
In a big way he’s influenced our music as well. 
I tell him now we used to grow up watching him because 

he discovered us independently. 
We even did a gig in Northcote where we supported him, 
he didn’t remember that. 
The Teskey Brothers were a support for him when we were 
around twenty-two, and then when Ash found us to do a 
bit of work on his album he couldn’t believe we were into 
his music back in the day. 
We’re very closely connected in many ways.
So that was the first time meeting him, when you guys 
did that gig in Northcote? 
That’s correct! 
That’s a wholesome story. 
He’s a beautiful character, he’s a lovely guy and it’s been a 
really nice fun project just to work with him and get to know 
him, he has a really great soul.
I feel like this is my most imperative question of the 
whole interview, what’s your order at the famous 
Warrandyte Bakery? 
Very nice! Okay I’ve been going down for years and I 
just love getting some croissants, I usually get about five 
croissants on a Sunday. If I’m not doing that and I’m just 
a bit hungry and I want to get something I love the veggie 
pie down there which is delicious! I think its far superior 
to the veggie pastie. I also normally get a cheeky caramel 
slice so a veggie pie and a caramel slice would be my first 
choice, haha! 
A little bit of an unpopular opinion hey? I feel like 
everyone goes for the beef pie and the vanilla slice. 
Ah true! That’s a bit of a classic, I do love the classic beef as 
well but there’s something about that veggie pie and not 
a lot of people know about it! It’s a bit of an inside secret
I love it, you’re putting the veggie pie on the map single-
handedly. 
Haha! Absolutely! Try it out Warrandyte, try it out. 
Thank you so much for speaking to me today! 
No problem at all, thank you for the call!  

Photo: Mushroom Creative House
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BY JO FRENCH
Lavrin and Lawrence Orthodontics are celebrating 20 
years in business, and though COVID19 restrictions 
may have changed how they celebrated this milestone, 
it has not changed the energy and enthusiasm behind 
this husband and wife team. 
Dr Igor Lavrin and Dr Sarah Lawrence have two specialist 
clinics in Melbourne and Templestowe and have grown 
their business to 38 employees, including adding Dr 
Alison Sahhar to their team. 
Celebrating an anniversary provides an opportunity 
to recognise the people who have made the success 
possible, and strengthen the connection with the 
community, customers, and staff.
There were grand plans for this anniversary celebration 
but COVID19 restrictions have dampened those plans.
“20 years — it’s a huge event,” said Dr Lavrin.
“I am sad, because when we opened here we had a 
great day, we had an open day with an ice cream truck, 
magicians, and a show and food and people came — it 
was great and it was amazing and that’s what I wanted 
to do. 
“So, I’m sad we can’t do that.
“20 years is a pretty big achievement — we have touched 
a lot of people.”
However, the cogs are already turning in Dr Lavrin’s mind 
towards celebrating their 21st.
Community connection is important to both Dr Lavrin 
and Dr Lawrence. 
Dr Lavrin started his career in dentistry in Warrandyte. 
“It was a wonderful community in Warrandyte, I loved 
working there. 
“I got to know the patients and spent time in the kinders 
and the maternal child health areas, they wanted talks 
and information and education.
“I really got involved with the community, it was lovely.”
He said that 20 years on he is now treating the kids of some 
of those early patients.
“That’s pretty heart-warming,” he said.
Lavrin and Lawrence (L&L) support many sporting 
groups and schools including the Warrandyte Cricket 
Club and St Anne’s Primary School’s Strawberry Fair 
and are the major sponsor of the Doncaster and District 
Netball Association.
“We do a lot of sponsorship of schools and sporting 
teams,” said Dr Lavrin.
“Giving back to the community and being engaged with 
the community is really important.
“Most sporting clubs are living off the smell of an oily rag.”
The end of year celebrations of sporting clubs is a highlight 
of their calendars and, like many of us, they will be missed 
this year.
Lockdown and restrictions have certainly been challenging 
for everyone and L&L, like many businesses had to rise to 
the challenges faced.
“We closed in the first lockdown in March and continued to 
offer remote monitoring of patients in treatment, something 
we had already been doing for a few years,” said Dr Lavrin.

“For patients that were not on remote monitoring already, 
we quickly pivoted to continued care via selfie photos taken 
by patients, which were sent by email for assessment.”
By the time the second lockdown hit, L&L had introduced 
technology to enable online assessment of new patients. 
“This is a sophisticated, state of the art technology which 
also includes Artificial Intelligence. 
“At L&L we have harnessed technology to continue to 
care for our patients during extended lockdown as well 
as helping new patients seeking orthodontic care without 
them leaving their home via virtual consults.”
Through a phone app, the patient videos their teeth once 
a week.
“Patients don’t have to come in as much, but we are seeing 
them every week on the screen.
“Virtual monitoring makes it easier, as the numbers of 
appointments are less, but we are seeing them more 
intensely.”
This technology allows patients to travel less to appointments 
and instead, use that time to return to the activities that they 
have missed.

Celebrating 20 years of smiles

Dr Alison Sahhar, Dr Igor Lavrin and Dr Sarah Lawrence

Team L&L
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BY DAVID HOGG
AN EMERGENCY AWARE Community Forum run by 
Manningham Council was hosted by Dean Graham, 
Engagement Officer Emergency Management, and 
presented via Zoom on November 17.
Speakers from Manningham Council, State Emergency 
Service Victoria (SES), Country Fire Authority (CFA), 
Fire Rescue Victoria (FRV), Victoria Police, Forest Fire 
Management Victoria (FFMV) and Be Ready Warrandyte 
(BRW), each gave a presentation, covering mostly bushfire, 
but touching on other emergencies such as storm and flood.
Manningham Council spoke on matters including roadside 
slashing and mowing, fuel reduction, closing bushland 
reserves on days of total fire ban, private land inspections 
and garden waste disposal days.
Chris Vassos, Ranger in charge of North East Melbourne 
District FFMV, spoke about their role in managing fires on 
public land, slashing, planned burns, and maintaining a 
fire fighting service from Pound Bend.
Vincent Ciardulli, Manningham Unit Controller for SES, 
spoke about preparation for storm and flood, the need to 
maintain roof gutters, downpipes and spouting and to avoid 
driving through floodwater.
He also covered the severe hailstorm event on January 19, 
when they had 268 requests for assistance, and then took 
us through a seasonal outlook for late 2020 where a La 
Niña effect will bring us above average rainfall in the next 
two months.
Aaron Farr, Captain of the Wonga Park CFA brigade 
comprehensively re-iterated all the essential advice for 
those living in bushfire prone areas.
He covered in detail topics such as preparation for bushfire, 

the Fire Danger Ratings, the need to prepare a written fire 
survival plan and have this known to the whole household, 
prepare a fire survival kit and have a back-up plan.
He stressed the dangers of trying to flee an area by car in the 
midst of a bushfire, and the need to leave early — preferably 
the night before — on high fire danger days, according to 
your fire plan.
He also re-iterated, whether you are a resident or just 
visiting, Warrandyte is not a place to be on a Code Red day.
In complete contrast, Commander Community Safety and 
Engagement at FRV, Steven Mole, gave a potted history of 
the formation of this new fire service, which combines the 
old Metropolitan Fire Brigade with the paid staff of the 
CFA, without touching on emergency issues specific to 
Manningham or the local area.
Stewart Henderson, Sergeant in charge at Warrandyte Police 
Station explained the concepts behind Manningham’s five 
locations that can be activated as Emergency Relief Centres 
(ERCs), and the differences between ERCs and Bushfire 
Neighbourhood Safer Places (NSPs), which are a place to 
go to  of last resort if unable to get anywhere else during a 
bushfire situation.
The evening concluded with a Question and Answer session, 
which covered topics such as templates for preparing fire 
plans, what to do with pets, when ERCs would be opened, 
illegal parking in Pound Bend, and the effects of COVID on 
plans and operations.
A most informative evening, and well done Manningham 
Council for bringing this vital and timely information to us.

For more information: 
yoursay.manningham.vic.gov.au/emergency-aware

Staying safe this summer

BY SUSAN FOREMAN
THE STATE Government has launched a new campaign 
encouraging Victorians to unpack what respect means to 
them and to take a stand against family violence.
Minister for Prevention of Family Violence Gabrielle 
Williams officially launched the Respect Women: Call It Out 
(Respect Is) campaign, which will run across TV, radio, print 
and digital media — available in six translated languages.
The Respect Victoria campaign asked Victorians to define 
what respect means to them, what it looks like in their lives, 
and why respect means calling bad behaviour out. 
Ms Williams said the campaign illustrates the importance 
of leading with respect and equality in all relationships.
“This is how we drive down family violence — and how we 
acknowledge the role each of us must play,” she said. 
All 79 Victorian councils have signed up, as well as 18 non-
government organisations, to show their support. 
The campaign coincides with the United Nation’s 16 Days of 
Activism against Gender-Based Violence, which runs from 
Wednesday, November 25 — the International Day for the 
Elimination of Violence against Women — until Thursday, 
December 10 or Human Rights Day. 

In 2020, the impact of family violence remains pervasive 
— and Coronavirus has heightened the risk of violence in 
the home. 
Between April and June, the national support service  
1800 RESPECT saw a 66 per cent increase in calls compared 
to the same period last year. 
Respect Victoria Chair Melanie Eagle praised the way 
Victorians worked together during the pandemic to 
navigate unforeseen challenges.
“We must take the same approach to preventing violence 
against women and use our collective power to call out 
harmful attitudes and behaviours,” she said.
The Government is forging ahead with its reforms, having 
invested more than $2.9 billion to implement all 227 
recommendations of the Royal Commission into Family 
Violence and that work is now two-thirds complete. 
If you are experiencing family violence you can contact Safe 
Steps 24/7 on 1800 015 188, safesteps@safesteps.org.au or 
by webchat at safesteps.org.au/chat. 
The Men’s Referral Service is available on 1300 766 491, to 
assist those concerned about their own behaviour.
To join the call on social media, the tags to use are 
#RespectIs #16DaysCampaign and #CallItOut.

Supporting women with 16 days of activism
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BY IAN CRAIG
THE WARRANDYTE Mechanics Institute Arts Association 
(WMIAA) is hosting a weekend of arts and entertainment 
on February 19–21, 2021.
The Arts Expo launches a fresh look at the arts in and around 
Warrandyte, with a focus on getting creative.
The Expo is a weekend of free creative activities and 
entertainment and will showcase some of Warrandyte’s 
local talent, while offering the opportunity to get involved 
and try your hand at a creative activity.
With a musical lineup including Ella Thompson, The 
Scrims and Vocal Agents to provide concerts on Friday and 
Saturday evening and Sunday afternoon, the weekend is 
all set to be a great kick-off to a year of fun and creativity.
Activities will include:

• Get your hands dirty during Introduction to Pottery at 
the Studio.

• Try your hand at Beginners Life Drawing Class.
• Exercise your vocal chords at an Instant Community 

Choir performance.
• Unleash your inner actor by taking part in Everyone’s 

Welcome Play Readings.
• For the more adventurous, a Theatre Sports Workshop.
• Brush up on your videography by learning how to film 

the Expo.
• Get your favorite appliance or piece of furniture 

repaired at the Repair Café.

It is a weekend not to be missed, so mark February 19 –21 
in your calendar.
This project is supported by Manningham City Council’s 
Community Grant Program.

Mechanics’ prepares for Art Expo

BY ADRIAN RICE
THERE IS NO NEED to tell you that it has been a weird year 
in the arts world, particularly for theatre.
If Netflix and Stan were real theatres there would be queues 
several times around the block and lotteries for ticket 
allocation.
If only we had been able to watch some live theatre and 
visit museums, galleries, and exhibitions — well, we were 
edging there.
Several of the groups at The Warrandyte Mechanics Institute 
Arts Association (WMIAA) are finding their way back to 
the hall with both Pottery and Life Painting already back 
in action.  
After two successful online productions, the theatre 
company is gearing up for its third on November 27 and 
28, at 8pm.
A 2020 Vision — a play for all of us, by all of us is a joint 

production with the Ballarat National Theatre and is a play 
of experiences gathered by online posts from people of 
Ballarat and Melbourne and crafted into a script for online 
theatre by Warrandyte’s Emma Wood.
Nine actors will bring to life some of the experiences we 
have all been through on this rollercoaster of a year.
Check out the YouTube link for the trailer for the play
https://youtu.be/NAlZcpwwpoQ
The performance will be via Zoom and tickets are available 
through https://www.trybooking.com/BLYXL
The public’s support of these shows has been critical to 
helping us stay solvent this year and enable us to look to 
the future.
Then it is back to crossing fingers for a Covid free summer 
and continuation of our relative freedom which should 
enable us to invite you all back to live theatre in February 
and March 2021.

WMIAA on the move post lockdown

Pop-up potters 
BY SANDI MILLER
WARRANDYTE’S NEWEST arts space is drawing crowds, 
as easing restrictions entice people to get out and about.
The Pop-up Pottery Market in the space below the lolly shop 
at 207 Yarra Street, has proved popular, with hundreds of 
visitors browsing the market each weekend.
Stall holders including Jane Annois, Annette Nobes, Sharon 
Edwards and a veritable who’s who of the local arts’ scene 
have an array of ceramic wares available for sale.
Potter Marie-Anne Gentile said the pop-up is paving the 
way for a permanent pottery studio, which will include a 
retail space and art classes.
The pop-up is open every weekend until Christmas.
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IN JUNE, Prime Minister Scott Morrison made an 
announcement that Australia is being targeted by a state 
sponsored hacking group.
Reading between the lines, at that time, the timing of the 
Prime Minister’s announcement could be interpreted as 
equal parts political posturing and legitimate warning to 
Australians and Australian businesses.
Since then, due to Coronavirus restrictions, the amount of 
business and personal interaction online has significantly 
scaled up and the threat of cyber-attack is real, but it does 
not have to be debilitating.
As with everything, a little bit of knowledge goes a long way 
so here is my guide to protecting yourself against the threat 
of cyber-attacks.

These attacks have not just suddenly started
Hacking and Hackers are nothing new, they have been 
around since the very first computer rolled off the production 
line in 1951 and they will never stop.
In the 1990s, internet connectivity rapidly increased and 
those connected to it became targets for cyber-attacks of 
all kinds.
While I don’t pretend to have any special knowledge of how 
ASIO and other spy agencies around the world operate, it is no 
secret that the internet plays a massive part in modern spycraft.

You are probably not a target
Most Australian businesses are not going to be targeted 
directly, those of us running small businesses in Australia 
don’t hold state secrets, we don’t have massive cash or 
crypto currency reserves and therefore we are of no real 
interest to hacking groups.
But we can still use this information to better protect 
ourselves by following time-proven methods of keeping 
our businesses protected as well as we can.

Simple steps to improve your digital security
The recommendations below are nothing new and you’ve 
probably heard all of this before.
Some of you have listened and implemented all of the 
suggestions below, to you I say well done, you are better 
protected than most businesses.
If you are one of those who has only some of these things 
in place, then take this opportunity now to improve your 
security stance and protect your business:

• Enable Multi Factor Authentication (MFA) for 
everything and everyone. 
This is the number one thing you can do to protect 
yourself. 
If you haven’t got MFA, especially for your cloud hosted 
services then it is only a matter of time before your 
systems are compromised.

• Limit the number of people within your business who 
have access to administrative user accounts. 
Not just for your desktop computers but for online 
services as well. 
Things like domain name registration passwords, email 
and web hosting accounts can all be used to attack your 
business. 
Consider putting your I.T. provider exclusively in charge 
of all administrator level credentials, their security 
systems are likely to be better than yours.

• Do not store your passwords electronically.   
If like most people you have too many passwords to 
remember then write them down in a notepad and 
keep it somewhere safe.   
Electronically stored passwords, even with password 
manager tools are not only insecure, they are a target 
for hackers.

• Train your staff. 
Almost all password compromises are the direct result 
of a staff member falling victim to a scam email. 
If you’ve got some staff who are not I.T. savvy do not let 
them have access to sensitive passwords.Provide them 
with regular training on how to detect and avoid a cyber 
attack.

• Install (and maintain) reputable anti-malware software. 
Good virus protection is still very important and should 
not be overlooked.

• Conduct a detailed audit of your cyber security systems 
to get a clear idea of what areas you are doing well in 
and which areas need work. 
Also consider hiring the services of an external 
penetration testing organisation. 
These types of businesses use ethical hackers who will 
try to break into your systems and provide a report 
showing what needs to be fixed.

If you have an I.T. topic you’d like to learn more about let 
us know by emailing bulletin@warrandytediary.com.au

ABOUT ADAM

Adam has lived in Warrandyte for 7 years and founded his 
company in 2005.
Australia Wide I.T. specialises in providing I.T. support and 
security services for businesses all over Australia.

DOT COM

BY ADAM GOUDGE

Cyber security 101
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ELTHAM Bookshop has nurtured local writers for 23 years.
Poets, novelists, essayists, picture book writers and 
illustrators have all snuggled into our shelves and out into 
customers shopping bags.
Snuggle into your book nook with some of these fantastic 
new releases. 

Mother Fault by the awesome Kate 
Mildenhall is filled with the spirit, 
resilience and courage that defines 
all those who grow up in our 
community surrounded by family, 
books and cutting-edge ideas on 
politics, environment, and gender. 
Kate’s earlier book Skylarking, an 
intriguing, mysterious tale about 
friendship, coming of age and 
solitary places is on the list of books 
prescribed for middle school text. 
Mother Fault takes a huge leap 

forward to become an unputdownable thriller of a book 
set in the near future, chillingly Orwellian and close to our 
times now.
It is the story of great courage and an understanding of a 
mother’s heart and soul that bind her to her children, to 
the natural world and to love.
Recently released, it has already become the darling of 
many book clubs and bookshops around the country are 
showcasing it amongst their bestsellers list.
You could win a special Zoom session with Kate 
Mildenhall if your book club places an order for her 
books at ELTHAM bookshop and mentions the words 
‘Book Nook’.

The Last Soul Atlas by Zana 
Fraillon is simply breathtaking.
It is a book redolent of Dickens, 
Dante, Ursula Le Guin, steeped 
in myth and fable.
There is a map that leads to 
hope, there are songs and 
riddles, tears and laughter 
all tied up in lyrical prose to 
enchant anyone 10 years and 
older
Zana is an accomplished writer 
whose books The Bone Sparrow, 
Wisp, No Stars to Wish Upon 
and The Ones That Disappeared 

have always taken on the theme of courage amidst adversity 
and delivered it with a witty, elegant style and encouraging 
curious readers to learn about the vulnerable amongst us.
Step into the world that Zana opens up for us and read her 
unforgettable stories.

Miles Franklin Award winner, Sofie 
Laguna’s  new book Infinite 
Splendours is a book to savour over 
seven evenings. 
S e t  aga i n s t  a n d  a m i d s t  t h e 
tall, dark, ancient Grampians’ 
mountainscape, it is the story 
of a boy who grows to be a man, 
marred and changed forever by one 
heinous act. 
This novel is heartbreakingly told 
with exquisite detail and subtlety.
The plot is pitch perfect and the 

reader is placed at the heart of a terrible beauty and 
yearning — a story bathed in deep Prussian blues and 
golden yellows.
It is a hymn to the hope that creativity and nature bring. 
The rhythm and beat of Sophie’s prose is unique to 
storytellers who intuit the world they create. 
It is a dangerous, compelling read. 
Signed copies are available.

The spotlight in our bookshop shines 
on an intrepid writer, R.B.R. Verhagen 
from Kinglake and his new book In the 
Company of Madness.
A historical  novel,  chiselled to 
perfection this book tells the tale 
of young Alexander Peirce from 
County Monaghan in Ireland as he is 
transported to Van Diemen’s Land and 
spans the events that took place in the 
mid-18th to 19th Century.

It is a gruesome tale, tender, tragic and fierce.
It carries with it the heartbeat of a young aspiring writer in 
love with his country, his landscape, his imagination, and 
his love of words.
Robert’s previous novella Murder at The Mountain Rush 
featuring a true murder that took place in Kinglake can 
be yours for free if you purchase a copy of In The Company 
of Madness at ELTHAM bookshop and mention the words 
‘Read Local, Buy Local’.

In these extraordinary times you 
cannot go past Warrandyte resident 
Penny Harrison’s picture book, 
Extraordinary, exquisitely illustrated 
by Kate Wilson which was recently read 
out on YouTube by English royalty.  
w w w . y o u t u b e . c o m /

watch?v=IqUxcMlMzak
Penny’s connection to flowers, to beauty in grass, blade and 
leaf manifests itself in all her books-Emily’s Green Garden, 
Art Garden, Me and My Boots-always directing our gaze to 
the tiny things around us that bring magic, calm, happiness 
and fun into our lives.
Things that we would miss if we blinked.
Perfect for reading aloud as well as reading quietly like a 
hum to yourself and they make gorgeous gifts.

Local authors making waves
BOOK NOOK

BY MEERA GOVIL
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VIDEO GAME reviewer SAM BROWN takes a break from 
the skies and sets to sea his latest review of Matrix Games’ 
Command: Modern Operations.
Satellite imagery of a rocky island surrounded by a vast sea 
fills the screen.
On a side panel is a battery of data about the sea state, the 
weather, my forces, their current doctrine stance and any 
detected emitted electronic energy.
On the coast is the target : a small square red box 
representing the enemy training camp.
Earlier, my electronic sensors picked up the brief flash of 
a fire-control radar associated with surface-to-air missiles 
(SAMs). 
They have something on that island but I don’t know what 
or exactly where.
I check the database, it tells me it is unlikely this particular 
enemy will have modern SAMs.
Good.
Off to the east, several hundred kilometres away, is the 
circular pale blue stylised icon depicting my task force: a 
carrier, flanked by cruisers and frigates.
Several coloured circles radiate from the centre, showing 
my air weapons’ range; this is distracting — it’s getting 
tense — so I turn them off.
I have a decision to make.
My strike force will comprise a package of low-flying jets 
flanked by fighter escort.
I have selected smart munitions to make the strike as 
surgical as possible.
But, do I precede it with a suppression flight to find and 
knock out those SAMs, and risk alerting the enemy?
Or do I saturate the target in one go, hopefully overwhelming 
the enemy’s defences before they even know I’m there?
Such decisions are entirely yours when you play Command: 
Modern Operations (CMO), the most realistic depiction 
of modern naval air warfare for PC outside a government 
contract.
In fact, a classified version of CMO is being used to train 
Western militaries.
It’s that realistic.
Developed by WarfareSims and published by Matrix 
Games, this award-winning wargame offers hundreds of 
community and official scenarios and campaigns on which 
it turns you loose.
The rest is up to you — CMO is a massive, tense ‘decision 
simulator’: at every turn, each scenario is yours to win, 
lose, or draw.
There are detailed, professional databases you need to 
access to understand how to best employ platforms and 
weapons. 
Take the wrong weapons and your strike will fail.
You have to find the enemy first, but just turning on the 
radars risks revealing your own position — the next thing 

you will know is a clutch of sea-skimming anti-ship missiles 
heading your way.
So you have to think of innovative ways to use what assets 
you have to uncover the enemy and strike first.
The highly complex simulation engine models realistic 
flight and weaponry performance, with hundreds of entities 
at play, so your decisions need to be grounded in the real 
world.
Importantly, it looks just right.
The cool grey, modern user interface makes you feel 
like you’re sitting in a darkened control room, deep in a 
command centre, directing the war.
Which is exactly what you are doing. 
The main map screen, where you decide and direct your 
assets, uses satellite data, stylised NATO icons and has 
information layers to assist planning.
Electronic signatures pulse from the darkened map and 
the inverted blue chevrons of friendly aircraft creep slowly 
across their patrol boxes.
Pitting you against a clever, unforgiving artificial intelligence, 
CMO challenges you to complete your assigned mission 
within real-world constraints.
It’s fun, compelling and satisfying — mostly.
By the way, I went with the saturation tactic, and lost most 
of my strike force to a nest of modern Russian-built SAMs 
before I even neared the target.
Wrong decision!

ABOUT SAM

Sam Brown is a Warrandyte writer with journalism, military 
and Commonwealth agency experience.
He loves history and has been playing computer simulations 
for more than 20 years, with a particular fondness for high-
fidelity PC military simulations and wargames, where he 
tries to apply his real-world military experience.
Sadly, this is frequently unsuccessful in the virtual world, for 
he has been outfoxed by cunning missile battery operators 
and had to take to the parachute more times than he cares 
to recall.

Command the War Your Way
PLAYER ONE

Picture courtesy store.steampowered.com
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WARRANDYTE

Fire Safety Essentials Session

Register via the following link: 
https://cfa-vic-gov-au.zoom.us/webinar/register/WN_ZiJsS3BUQrSVxlhMFfCPPA

Bushfires happen every year. 
Spend 90 minutes learning how you
can keep you, your family and your
friends safe from fire this season.

Monday/ December 7/ 7.30pm - 9.00pm

Zoom WebinarZoom WebinarZoom Webinar


